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ABSTRACT

Among the least-researched American elections are those for seats on the states'
supreme courts, arguably some of the most important political positions in the states.
We know not only that campaign spending in these races has increased sharply in
the past 20 years but also that there is great variation in spending among them. What
factors cause campaign spending to vary among races for the states' highest courts?
And what can an understanding of campaign spending in these races tell us about
campaign spending for other offices? I use data from 281 state supreme court races
in 21 states from 1990 to 2000 to answer these questions. I find that state supreme
court campaign spending is driven by the characteristics of the race, institutional
arrangements, and the electoral and state supreme court context.

ELECTIONS FOR SEATS ON STATE SUPREME COURTS have long been criti-
cized by both the press (Marks 2001; Pittsburgh Post-Gazette 2001; Campbell
2002) and the justices themselves {Glaberson 2000b; Davidson 2001; Phillips
2002} as an unbecoming and inappropriate way to select judges. In recent
years, these elections have also been criticized for becoming very expensive
(Schotland 1985, 2001; Glaberson 2000a; Lewis 2002) and this increased
campaign spending has led to the erosion of the public perception that these
judges can be impartial and unbiased (Wohl 2000; Campbell 2002; Neff
2002). This criticism has increased as campaigns for these seats have become
"noisier, nastier, and costlier" (Schotland 1985, 76). Indeed, Figure 1 shows
that state supreme court elections in 2000 were significantly more expensive
than those in 1990, whether partisan or nonpartisan.

But while campaign spending in races for the state high court bench is
increasing in all states that hold such elections, it is not increasing uniformly.
What explains the intrastate and interstate variation in the amount of money
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Figure I. Average Total Spending (1990 dollars) for Contested State Supreme Court
General Elections, 1990-2000

Source The dala were galhered by (he author from official slaic reports
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spent in these races? Are the political, social, and institutional factors that
drive this variation the same as those that drive campaign spending for other
offices (Hogan and Hamm 1998; Hogan 2000; Partin 2002)? Or does the
nature of the office and culture surrounding judicial elections change the
campaign spending dynamic?

Judicial races are similar to their legislative counterparts in that candidates
need to campaign and spend money to obtain electoral support. Further-
more, these races are similar to legislative elections in such characteristics as
incumbent security (Bonneau n.d.), the factors that determine contestation
(Bonneau and Hall 2003), and electoral competition (Hall 2001). But, despite
these similarities, judicial races are different from their legislative counter-
parts on three dimensions that may limit the applicability of explanations of
campaign spending in legislative races to that in judicial races. First, unlike
legislators, judges are not expected to represent the interests of a particular
constituency. While a legislator is expected to attend to the needs ofthe citi-
zens in his or her district, a judge is supposed to uphold the law impartially,
without regard for the desires of the public. Second, judicial candidates have
historically been prohibited from campaigning on issues that may come
before their court.' While legislative candidates can debate the relative merits
of tax cuts or the death penalty, judicial candidates can only talk about their
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qualifications for office. Third, state supreme court elections occur under
a variety of institutional arrangements. While all state legislative races are
partisan (with the exception of Nebraska) and district-based, some states use
partisan ballots while others use nonpartisan ballots to select their justices,
and these elections can be held statewide or in a district. Additionally, the
term of office for state supreme court justices is much longer than that of a
state legislator or congressperson, ranging from six to 12 years. Thus, state
supreme court elections differ from legislative races in a number of ways.
These differences make them ideal for testing the generalizability of existing
theories of campaign spending that have been developed and tested using
other offices.

In this article, I address the question of campaign spending in state
supreme court elections using data from all 281 partisan and nonpartisan
such elections from 1990 to 2000.1 find that like in state legislative races,
open-seat supreme court races are more expensive than incumbent-chal-
lenger contests. Also, the closer the election is expected to be, the more money
that is spent. However, unlike in state legislative races, the size ofthe electoral
district and whether it is a multi member district do not affect supreme
court campaign spending. Generally, campaign spending in state supreme
court elections can be explained by characteristics ofthe race, institutional
arrangements, and the electoral and supreme court context.

PREDICTING CAMPAIGN SPENDING IN STATE SUPREME

COURT ELECTIONS

To understand the determinants of state supreme court campaign spending,
1 specify a multivariate mode! with independent variables hypothesized to
affect this spending. My model is based on what we know about campaign
spending for other offices (as well as our limited knowledge of spending for
the state high court bench) and the unique features of state supreme court
elections.

From all 281 partisan and nonpartisan state supreme court elections from
1990 to 2000,1 gathered data on the characteristics ofthe candidates, the
elections, and the offices for many of my variables.' I use Hall's (2000,2001)
dataset on 1980-95 state supreme court elections, which I supplemented
through 2000. Twenty-one ofthe 23 states' that elect their justices on parti-
san or nonpartisan ballots (or did so at some point during 1980-2000) are
included in my analysis. Elections in North Dakota and New Mexico were
excluded from my dataset for data availability reasons.^ Appendix A lists all
ofthe variables included in my analysis, along with their measurement.
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Dependent Variable: Log of Total State Supreme Court
Campaign Spending

My goal is to explain the total amount of spending in a race for a seat on a
state supreme court (Hogan and Hamm 1998). Thus, my unit of analysis is
a contested state supreme court race.^ The dependent variable in my model
is the log of the total amount of money spent by all candidates in a race {log
of total spending).'' This dependent variable is the combined spending by all
candidates vying for each seat on the state high court bench.

Independent Variables: Determinants of State Supreme Court
Campaign Spending

Using the extensive literature on legislative and judicial elections, I hypoth-
esize three broad categories of factors affect campaign spending in state
supreme court races: characteristics of the race, institutional arrangements,
and the electoral and state supreme court context.

Characteristics of the Race. Whether the election is for an open seat will affect
the amount of campaign spending in the race (open seat). 1 hypothesize that
open-seat races will generate more spending since both candidates need to
spend money to become known to the electorate, but this is not the case in
incumbent-challenger races because the incumbent already has some name
recognition among the electorate. Furthermore, it may be easier for candi-
dates for open seats to raise (and, thus, spend) money compared to a chal-
lenger to an incumbent because of the incumbent's likelihood of re-election
(Jacobson 1980, 1985, 1997; Green and Krasno 1988). An open seat raises
the stakes for both candidates and donors, and spending can be expected
to rise with the uncertainty of the electoral outcome. Indeed, both Sorauf
(1988) and Hogan (2000) found that state legislative open-seat races are
more expensive than incumbent-challenger contests, and Bonneau (2004)
found the same in state supreme court races.

An important difference between state supreme court races and most
other offices is that not all state supreme court incumbents faced the elector-
ate to gain their office. Many incumbent justices were appointed to the bench
by the governor to fill a vacancy that was created mid-term, usually by the
retirement of a sitting justice. Indeed, over one-third of the state supreme
court incumbents facing the voters in 1990-2000 in the contested races in my
database were facing the electorate for the first time. Thus, even in incum-
bent-challenger contests, there may be a difference between spending in races
where incumbents have previously won election and those where incumbents
are facing voters for the first time. Appointed incumbents may not enjoy all
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of the electoral benefits of incumbency (Jacobson 1997). Indeed, with other
factors equal, these incumbents are more likely to lose their bids for elec-
tion than their previously elected counterparts (Bonneau N.d.). Appointed
incumbents may need to campaign more vigorously than elected incumbents
because the latter have already been legitimized by the electorate and gained
name recognition in a previous campaign. These appointed incumbents
may, in fact, have spending patterns more similar to candidates running in
open-seat races than to previously elected incumbents. Thus, I hypothesize
that there will be less spending in races where the incumbent gained his or
her office through election (incumbent elected) than in other races.

Campaign spending should also be related to the competitiveness of the
race; the closer the race is expected to be, the more money should be spent,
other factors being equal. One of the most important determinants of fund-
raising is candidate viability (Gierzynski 1998). Donors are more likely to
contribute their resources to candidates who are more likely to win. A key
indication of the viability of a candidate is how well he or she is performing in
the polls, and those who are performing well will raise more money (Webster
et al. 2001). Because both candidates perform well with the electorate in a
close race, the total amount of spending will be higher in competitive races
than in non-competitive ones. Unfortunately, good measures of candidates'
and donors' expectations of the closeness of a race do not exist. However,
the actual margin of victory in a race has been found to be a good surrogate
for the expected margin of victory in legislative and congressional elections,
and there is no reason to expect that predictions would be less accurate for
judicial races (Jacobson 1980, 1985; Gierzynski and Breaux 1991). That is,
the closer the race is expected to be, the closer it actually is. Thus, I include
the actual margin of victory in my model, hypothesizing that the lower the
margin, the higher the amount of money that should be spent in a race.

Political parties and their supporters seek partisan control of state
supreme courts, just as they do for other political offices. Large amounts of
money have been spent trying to obtain or retain partisan control of the court
(Glaberson 2000a; Phillips 2002). Some elections have the power to tip the
balance of the court between conservative and liberal, and the chance to gain
control of the court raises the stakes of an election. The party that currently
controls the court seeks to keep its control, while the minority party sees the
election as an opportunity to seize control. The more important the election
(the higher the stakes), the more money that will be spent. Consequently, if
partisan control of the court is at stake in the election {control of court),then
there should be more campaign spending, other factors being equal.

Finally, the amount of money spent on one supreme court race may
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depend on how many other seats are up for election for the same court that
year. Unlike legislative and gubernatorial elections, the number of available
state supreme court seats varies by state and by year. Some years, only one
seat may be up for election, while in other years, multiple seats might be
available. The more seats up for election at a time, the more money candi-
dates may need to spend to gain the attention of voters in the crowded field
(Gierzynski 1998). For example, if there are four seats up for election in a
given year (with two candidates competing for each), a candidate not only
has to compete against his or her opponent to get his or her message out,
but he or she has to compete against the six other candidates for the other
seats as well. Thus, the more state supreme court seats available in an election
{number of seats), the greater campaign spending should be for each race.

Institutional ArTangements. As scholars of the judiciary have demonstrated,
institutions matter in a variety of ways in politics and policy (Hall and Brace
1989,1992,1999; Brace and Hall 1990,1995,1997,2001). Institutional struc-
tures shape not only the behavior of actors within an institution but also the
context in which these actors operate.

A basic institutional difference among states that elect their judges is
whether the election is partisan or nonpartisan. In Figure 1, we saw that non-
partisan races, on average, generated less spending than partisan elections.
Partisan judicial races bring into the campaign important organizational
actors—the political parties—who have experience in generating funds.
Parties also will have a greater stake in the success of judicial candidates
running under their designation than in nonpartisan candidates, and, as a
result, they will have a greater incentive to get involved in these campaigns.
Candidates affiliated with a political party may find it easier to raise money
because there already exists a group of contributors who support candidates
of their party. Nonpartisan candidates must solicit funds on their personal
characteristics alone. Far more potential contributors will be aware of, and
have a stake in, the position of a party than in that of an individual candidate.
Thus, 1 hypothesize that partisan races for state supreme courts (partisan)
should generate more campaign spending than nonpartisan races.

Some states elect their supreme court justices in geographical districts,
while others elect them statewide. By definition, district-elected judges have
a smaller and more geographically compact electoral constituency. Fur-
thermore, it is likely that districts will have a more homogenous electorate.
Therefore, the cost of a campaign in a district should be less than a statewide
campaign, other factors being equal (Gierzynski 1998). I hypothesize that
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there will be less spending in elections held in districts (district) than those
held statewide.

Among states that elect their supreme court justices, another institutional
difference is whether they use single-member or multi member districts.
In state legislative races, multimember districts generate more campaign
spending than their single-member counterparts. "In multimember districts
candidates will likely be less well known and will be in more competition
for voters' attention than candidates in single-member districts. This means
they need to spend more money" (Gierzynski 1998,25). This same dynamic
should be at work in judicial races, especially given the low-information
nature of these races. Thus, I hypothesize that races in multimember state
supreme court districts (multimember) should have more campaign spend-
ing than those in single-member districts.

Finally, the length of the term of a state supreme court seat also varies
among the states, ranging from six to 12 years. Longer terms of office are
more valuable than shorter terms because longer terms provide more job
security {Bonneau and Hall 2003). Since these more valuable seats should be
more sought after, I hypothesize that there will be more campaign spending
when a longer term of office is at stake (term length).

Electoral and Supreme Court Context. The final set of independent variables
in my model assesses the impact of the electoral context of the race on
campaign spending. First, the size of the voting-age population will affect
the amount of campaign spending. Since campaigns are largely about dis-
seminating information to voters, the more voters a candidate has to reach,
the more it will cost to spread this information (Squire 1989; Gierzynski
1998; Partin 2002). Hogan and Hamm (1998) and Hogan (2000) found that
the size of the voting age population is an important determinant of state
legislative campaign spending. Therefore, I hypothesize that the higher the
voting-age population that a candidate must appeal to, the more money will
be spent on the state supreme court campaign.

Second, the general competitiveness of supreme court elections in a
state should affect the amount of money spent in a particular race. If there
was a close election for the high court bench in a state recently, candidates
may begin raising and spending money earlier in anticipation of another
competitive race. In short, competitive races may yield more competitive
races (Hogan 2000; Burbank and Friedman 2002; Partin 2002). Therefore,
I hypothesize that if there was a close race (with the winner receiving 55
percent of the vote or less) in the most recent supreme court election in a
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State {prior close race), there will be more spending in the current race, other
factors being equal.

Finally, the composition of the supreme court's docket may affect cam-
paign spending. Some states' highest courts deal primarily with criminal or
governmental cases, while in others tort cases make up a large proportion of
their docket. The long-running battle over tort reform in the states has pitted
trial lav^ers against corporations and other business interests, leading both
sides to spend freely in an attempt to put judges sympathetic to their point of
view on the bench (Glaberson 2000a; Phillips 2002). This can be seen clearly
by comparing campaign spending for the two Texas courts of last resort. The
amount of money spent in races for the Texas Supreme Court {which only
handles civil cases) dwarfs that spent for seats on the Texas Court of Criminal
Appeals (which only handles criminal cases). In incumbent-challenger races
from 1990 to 2000, races for the Texas Supreme Court averaged $1,322,662
in campaign spending, compared to an average of $142,821 in elections to
the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals. This pattern also held for open seats,
with an average of $ 1,296,748 spent per race for the Texas Supreme Court and
$ 134,412 spent per race for the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals." Therefore,
I hypothesize that races for state supreme courts with larger proportions of
tort cases on their dockets {tort docket) will see more campaign spending
than races for courts with a smaller percentage of their dockets occupied by
tort cases.

Finally, I include a dummy variable for all but one year of the election
to control for any temporal effects {1990,1992,1994,1996,1998). This takes
into account not only any idiosyncratic effects for certain election years, but
also any secular inflation of campaign spending over time.

Estimation Technique

Since my dependent variable (log of total spending) is continuous, ordinary
least squares regression (OLS) is appropriate to estimate the independent
effects of my independent variables on my dependent variable. However,
there is a potential selection bias in my dataset since I only observe the
dependent variable for races that are contested; uncontested races are omitted
from my dataset. To the extent that race contestation is nonrandom (Bonneau
and Hall 2003), this selection process could bias the regression estimates of
the influences on campaign spending. To avoid such bias, i use a two-stage
Heckman (1979) model to account for the nonrandom process of race con-
testation. In the first stage, I model the probability of race contestation using
variables that explain contestation but do not explain the dependent variable
of primary interest, log of total spending.'^ The results from the first stage of
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the model are then used to obtain unbiased estimates of the model of total
spending (Heckman 1979).

To develop the first stage of the model (modeling race contestation), I
follow Bonneau and Hall's (2003) model of the probability that an incumbent
will be challenged in a state supreme court race. They found that the prob-
ability of a race being contested was related to the incumbent being initially
appointed, the interparty competition in the state, the number of lawyers in
the state, the salary of the justice, the length of the term of office, and whether
the race was partisan and contested in a district. I use these as independent
variables in a selection-stage model in a Heckman procedure in which I
estimate my model of total campaign spending, with the selection bias cor-
rected. This procedure provides consistent, asymptotically efficient estimates
for all the parameters in both stages of the model. The variables included
in the selection model and their measurement are shown in Appendix B.
Additionally, I estimate Huber-White-Sandwich robust standard errors for
the regression coefficients, set to recognize the panel structure of the data."̂

THE DETERMINANTS OF STATE SUPREME COURT

CAMPAIGN SPENDING

Table 1 displays the results for my model of state supreme court campaign
spending estimated using Heckman's two-step correction for selection bias.'"
The statistically significant chi-square test of independent equations provides
empirical support for the need to correct for potential sample selection bias
(Heckman 1979).

Consistent with expectations based on studies of legislative and executive
elections, the type of race does aftect the amount of campaign spending in
these state supreme court races. There is less spending in incumbent-chal-
lenger races than in open-seat races, other factors being equal. This suggests
that candidates and their supporters view open-seat races as the best oppor-
tunity to capture a seat on the state supreme court, and they are willing to
spend as much money as necessary to do so. Thus, in open-seat races, state
supreme court elections parallel their legislative counterparts; the lack of an
incumbent increases campaign spending. However, I find that there is no
difference between appointed and elected incumbents in this regard. Thus,
in terms of the amount of campaign spending, it is more relevant whether
there is, in fact, an incumbent present, rather than the type of incumbent.

The competitiveness of the race also affects campaign spending in my
dataset. The lower the margin of victory for the winner, the more money that
is spent. A decrease of 1 percent in the margin of victory leads to an increase
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Table I. Predicting Total State Supreme Court Race Campaign Spending, 1990-2000

Variable

Open Seat
Incumbent elected
Margin of victory
Control of court
Number of seats
Partisan
District
Multimember
Term length
Voting-age population
Prior close race
Tort docket
1990
1992
1994
1996
1998
Constant

Coefficient

0.319
0.160

-0.027
0.214

-0.247
-0.056

0.096
-0.116

0.138
-0.000

0.175
0.052

-0.913
-0.502
-0.297
-0.406
-0.023
12.059

Robust
Std. Error

0.157
0.147
0.003
0.132
0.063
0.142
0.167
0.215
0.053
0.000
0.117
0.004
0.180
0.189
0.171
0.144
0.173
0.646

z

2.030
1.090

-8.870
1.620

-3.930
-0.400

0.580
-0.540

2.600
-0.460

1.490
12.280
-5.080
-2.660
-1.740
-2.820
-0.130
18.660

p> z|

0.042

0.277

0.000

0.104
0.000

0.692

0.565

0.592

0.009

0.647

0.135

0.000

0.000

0.008

0.081

0.005

0.895

0.000

Dependent variable: log of total spending in the election (all candidates)
Eslimalion technique: Ol.S with Heckman selccllon model (Appendix B) wilh Hubcr-Wbitc-Sandwich robust

standard errors

Number of observations
Censored observations
Uncen sored observations
Log likelihood

Prob > X"
Test of independent equations

281

79

202

-355.183

402.70

0.000

Z M l ) = 9.03

Prob > X" = 0.003

of about 3 percent in total spending. Thus, for example, the conditions that
generate total spending of $ 100,000 with a 5 percent margin of victory are
estimated to generate about $ 112,000 of spending, if the margin of victory
was only 1 percent. Coupled with the result for open-seat races, it seems
that competitiveness (or expected competitiveness) is one ofthe key factors
driving campaign spending in state supreme court races.

Contrary to my hypothesis, campaign spending is not related to whether
partisan control ofthe court is at stake. High levels of partisan competition
and spending for court seats are apparently independent of whether control
of the court is up for grabs, which is consistent with Hogan's (2000) find-
ing for state legislative races. The number of available seats on the court is a
statistically significant predictor of campaign spending, but in the direction
opposite of that hypothesized. Other factors being equal, the fewer supreme
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court seats available in an election, the more money that will be spent on a
race. One fewer available state supreme court seat in the election leads to an
increase in total spending of about 25 percent. Using the example above, a
race that generated total spending of $ 100,000, with two other seats available
in the same election would generate spending of $125,000 if there was only
one other seat available. One likely explanation for this is that the contribu-
tors to state supreme court election campaigns tend to be the same actors,
such as lawyers, businesses, and so forth. Thus, the presence of more seats
in an election means that contributions for each individual seat are less;
metaphorically, the pie is sliced into more, but smaller, pieces. This suggests
that one way to limit campaign spending in these races is to have more than
one seat at stake in each election. Given that state supreme court elections are
the only kind of state race to have multiple seats at stake in the same election
(besides the few multimember state legislative races), this result underscores
the need to take into account office-specific characteristics when adapting
existing theories to new contexts.

In terms of institutional arrangements, only one variable was statistically
significant in my model. Campaign spending in state supreme court races is
unrelated to whether the election occurred in a partisan election or a district,
or whether it was held in a multimember district. However, as hypothesized,
the longer the term of office, the more expensive the race. In such cases,
the seat is more valuable and there are fewer opportunities to attain the
high court bench. Substantively, the size of this estimated coefficient is large.
Increasing the term of office by two years leads to an increase in spending of
about 28percent. Other factors being equal, if $100,000 was spent on a race
for a six-year term, $128,000 would be spent if an eight-year term of office
was at stake, $ 156,000 for a 10-year term, and $ 184,000 for a 12-year term.
While state legislative terms are only two or four years, the above results sug-
gest that these seats might be perceived as being more valuable by both those
who have them and those who seek them if the terms were longer. The value
of an office (and thus the amount of money candidates will spend to attain
and retain it) may be raised simply by extending the length of its term.

Turning to the electoral and supreme court context, the effect of neither
the size of the voting-age population nor the presence of a close race in
the most recent state supreme court election cycle is statistically significant.
However, as expected, the percentage of the docket composed of tort cases
was statistically significant. This is fiirther confirmation of the general pattern
that the more at stake in an election, the more money will be spent in the
campaign. Given the large financial implications of supreme court decisions
on tort liability and tort reform, it is not surprising that the more a court's
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docket is composed of tort cases, the more expensive races for seats on it are,
other factors being equal. Specifically, a 1 percent increase in the propor-
tion of tort cases on the docket is estimated to lead to a 5 percent increase
in total campaign spending. While the substantive impact of this coefficient
is relatively small, it does suggest both that candidates can raise and, thus,
spend money more easily in races for courts where there is a large percentage
of tort cases decided and that contributors are aware of the importance for
them to have sympathetic members of the state high court bench ruling on
cases that typically involve large sums of money. Finally, the coefficients for
the annual dummy variables suggest that races in years prior to 2000 were
less expensive than in 2000, with the exception of 1998, confirming what was
seen in Figure 1, even controlling for the other factors in my model.

CONCLUSION

Why do some state supreme court races generate more campaign spending
than others? And what can the answer to this question tell us about factors
affecting campaign spending for other offices? In my analysis of 281 races
from 1990 to 2000,1 found that, other factors being equal, a race for the
state high court bench will be more expensive if it is for an open seat, if the
competition for it is closer, if there are fewer high court seats on the ballot,
if its term of office is longer, and if the court decides a higher number of tort
cases. Factors that did not appear to affect state supreme court campaign
spending were whether the incumbent had previously been elected to the
court, whether partisan control of the court was at stake, the size of the
voting-age population, the presence of a prior close election for the state
high court, and a variety of institutional factors {partisan election, statewide
election, and multimember district).

In two important respects, state supreme court campaign spending differs
from that in state legislative races. First, the size of the voting-age popula-
tion does not appear to affect spending in these judicial races, while in state
legislative races, the larger the electoral constituency, the more campaign
money that is spent (Hogan and Hamm 1998). It may be that most con-
tested races for the state high court bench involve a sufficient amount of
spending so that the size of the electorate has no effect. That is, the size of
the electoral constituency may matter only up to a certain minimum spend-
ing level, and this threshold is routinely exceeded in contested state high
court races. Second, there is no difference in campaign spending between
single-member districts and multimember districts in state supreme court
campaign spending, whereas it does influence state legislative campaign
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spending {Gierzynski 1998). These two differences offer important clarifica-
tions to our understanding of the determinants of campaign spending.

More generally, my results confirm some of our accepted explanations of
campaign spending and offer important qualifications to those explanations.
First, the type of election clearly matters. Open-seat races, on average, are
more expensive than incumbent-challenger races, and this is just as true in
state supreme court races as it is in legislative races. Second, also as in legisla-
tive elections, close state supreme court races are expensive. Again, this is not
surprising. Candidates are able to raise and spend more money when they
have a realistic chance of winning. If both candidates have a realistic chance
of winning, spending will increase for both. Third, scholars and the media
alike may be putting too much emphasis on the importance of partisan
control of the court as an impetus for increased campaign spending. Just as
Hogan (2000) found in legislative elections, whether partisan control of the
court was at stake in the election did not significantly affect the amount of
campaign spending for a seat on it.'' Fourth, institutional arrangements may
affect campaign spending. Factors such as the number of seats simultane-
ously up for election and the length of the term of office can influence how
much money is spent in a race. On the other hand, I found no difference in
the amount of spending between partisan and nonpartisan races. It is only
by studying elections in an environment where there is institutional varia-
tion, such as state supreme court elections, that we can begin to understand
the importance of the conditions under which elections take place on the
behavior of those participating in those elections.

My results also have implications for the current debate about judicial
election reform. Institutions can influence campaign spending. If states want
to preserve judicial elections but increase the amount of information pro-
vided to the voters so they can make better-informed decisions (Coleman
and Manna 2000)'^ they should limit the number of seats available in any
one election and increase the length of the term of office. This will increase
campaign spending in these elections and, thereby, raise their profile and
allow candidates to get their messages across better to the voters. However,
if states want to continue to elect judges to the state high court bench but
reduce the amount of money spent in these elections (perhaps to reduce the
appearance of impropriety), they should increase the number of supreme
court seats available in each election and shorten the term of office. Some
states have recently moved from partisan to nonpartisan elections in an
attempt to reduce the political nature of their courts (e.g., Wickline 2001),
but this likely will not have any effect on the amount of money spent in
these races. Also, campaign spending is related to the closeness of a race
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and the percentage of a court's docket comprised of tort cases, but these are

typically outside of the direct control of institutional reformers. Thus, while

institutions are not tbe only factors affecting state supreme court campaign

spending, they certainly have a significant role. Reformers are best advised

to pursue those institutional changes that appear to have the best chance of

achieving the goals they desire.

APPENDIX A. VARIABLE DESCRIPTIONS FOR A MODEL OF CAMPAIGN

SPENDING IN STATE SUPREME COURT ELECTIONS ( T A B L E l)

Variable
Dependent Variable
Log of total spending

Characteristics ofthe Race
Open seat

Incumbent elected

Margin of victory

Control of court

Number of seats

Institutional arrangements
Partisan

District

Multimember

Term length

Electoral and Supreme Couri
Voting-age population

Prior close race

Variable Description

= log of total campaign spending {current dollars) by
all candidates in a race

= 1 if the race was for an open seat
0 otherwise

= 1 if the incumbent had previously won election to
the court (as opposed to being appointed to the
seat)
0 otherwise

= margin of victory (percentage difference from second
place candidate) for the winner

= I if partisan control ofthe court was at stake
0 otherwise

- number of state supreme court seats in the state up
for election that year

= 1 if the election was a partisan election
0 otherwise

= 1 if the election was held in a district (i.e., not state-
wide)
0 otherwise

- 1 if the election was held in a multimember dis-
trict
0 otherwise

= length (in years) ofthe term of office

Context
= voting-age population of the state or district

(1000s)
= 1 if the winner of the most recent judicial election

in that jurisdiction received 55 percent of the vote
or less
0 otherwise
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- proportion of the 1995 state supreme court docket

involving tort cases

Annual Dummy Variables

1990, 1992,1994, 1996,1998 = 1 if the election occurred in the designated year

0 otherwise

APPENDIX B. A MODEL OF CAMPAIGN CONTESTATION IN STATE

SUPREME COURT ELECTIONS

Variable

Dependent Variable

Contested

independent Variables

Appointed first

Ranney index

Lawyers

Salary

Partisan

District

Term

Variable Description

1 if the race was contested (and thus Included in the
dataset)

0 otherwise

1 if the incumbent was originally appointed to the

court

0 otherwise

folded Ranney index of state partisan competition,

as calculated and reported by Holbrook and Van

Dunk (1993)—Table 1, Column 4

number of lawyers in each state in 1990
supreme court justice salary in 1995

1 if the election was a partisan election

0 otherwise

1 if the election was held in a district

0 otherwise

length (in years) of the term of office

Table A I. Results from Stage 1 of Heckman Model Explaining Whether a Race Is Con-

tested

Variable

Appointed first
Ranney index
Lawyers
Salary
Partisan
District
District x Partisan
Term
Constant

Coefficient

0.269
4.138
0.000
0,000
1.098
0.941

-2.011
0.118

-6.815

Robust
Std. Error

0.139
1.081
0.000
0.000
O.!59
0.231
0.304
0.035
1.468

z

L93O
3.830
4.040
2.790
6.890
4.070

-6.620
3.320

^.640

P > 1̂ 1
0.053
0.000
0.000
0.005
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.001
0.000

Dependent variable: contested race = I; otherwise = 0
See Table I for full model diagnostics
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To arrive at unbiased estimates of the influences on campaign spending in state supreme
court elections, I estimate a two-stage Heckman model. My dependent variable of primary
interest is the total amount of campaign spending in the election. I exclude uncontested
races from my analysis of this variable because there is only one candidate and the lack
of an opponent means that this candidate will likely spend only token amounts of money
in the race. However, since the process by which an election is contested is nonrandom
(Bonneau and Hall 2003), simply excluding uncontested races would hias my coeffi-
cients. Consequently, in stage one of the model, I predict the likelihood that a race will
be contested and, thus, be included in stage two of the model. In stage two, 1 estimate my
model of campaign spending with the selection bias corrected (Table 1). This procedure
provides unbiased coefficients in both stages of the model (Heckman 1979).
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1. This historical norm may be changing in light of the United States Supreme Court's
decision in Republican Party of Minnesota v. White (2002).

2.1 focus on races that are contested or have the potential to be contested. "Contested"
elections are all elections in which there were at least two candidates for the seat. By
definition, retention races are excluded.

3. Texas has two state courts of last resort, one that deals exclusively with civil claims
(Texas Supreme Court), and one that only hears criminal cases (Texas Court of Criminal
Appeals). Races for both of these courts are included in my analysis.

4. While North Dakota requires candidates to file reports listing their contributors
and the amount of each contribution, they do not require candidates to file expenditure
reports. In New Mexico, campaign finance records for a given election are (or, at least,
they were) destroyed five years after that election occurs. Given the timing of my data
collection, this eliminated all records, except for tbe 1998 and 2000 elections. Further-
more, when I requested the records for the 1998 election, I was told that they could not
be located. After many failed attempts to obtain these data, I decided to omit contested
races in New Mexico from my analysis. However, New Mexico had only one contested
state supreme court race in 1998 and none in 2000, so its exclusion should not affect
my results.

5. In most cases, I use the general election, since this is where the election is decided.
However, in some cases, there was a contested primary and the winner of that primary
faced no opposition in the general election. In these cases (which occurred primarily in
states with nonpartisan judicial elections), 1 use the primary election data in my analysis,
since it was that election in which the race was decided.
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6.1 use the log of total spending to be consistent with standard practice (Partin 2002)
and to make the interpretation of my results more intuitive by focusing on percentage
increases rather than dollar increases. The dependent variable is coded in actual dollars.
When the model is estimated using constant dollars, tbe variable prior dose race becomes
statistically significant, but all other conclusions are the same. Additionally, the coefficients
for !990 and !996 are still negative and statistically significant, indicating that these races
generated less spending than those in 2000, even controlling for inflation.

7. Note that the salary, term of office, staff, and other institutional features of these
Texas courts are the same.

8. While some of tbe variables are used in both stages, this is not a problem as long as
there are some unique variables in stage one that do not appear in stage two {Heckman
1979).

9.1 also estimated the robust standard errors by clustering by state, since observations
within the same state may not be independent. However, when this was done, 1 was
unable to obtain a statistic of model fit (Wald x') since 1 was estimating at least as many
parameters as clusters. In other words, my model was overspecified. Since the results are
substantively the same, I report the robust standard errors estimated without tbe cluster-
ing on each state in order to obtain the Wald x̂  statistic.

10. The results for stage one of the Heckman procedure are found in Appendix B.
11. Hogan (2000) did find some effect of potential partisan control shift when he

disaggregated his model and looked at spending by each type of candidate.
12. The recent United States Supreme Court decision in Republican Party of Minnesota

V. White (2002) essentially eliminates state prohibitions on what judicial candidates can
discuss during their campaigns, so this may be even more important in future elections.
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